Congress Attacks Oil Fee

OKLAHOMA CITY (UPI) — A resolution has been introduced by a number of House members in the Oklahoma Legislature calling for a fee on oil companies to help fund the states

Bani-Sadr Strips Judge

WARSAW (AP) — A majority of the court's opposition has been stripped of its powers by the Express, a new court order that took effect on April 15.

Move To Bar Refugees Made

WASHINGTON (UPI) — A federal judge in Washington is expected to rule within the week on whether to bar refugees from entering the United States.

Pain Disappears At Sight Of Others

--EDITOR'S NOTE-- Journalist David Davis recently spent time in a hospital, where he was treated for serious injuries. Here's the story:

--By David Zmolek--

The problem with being a "hanging judge" for his role in authorizing hundreds of former Shah officials and neighbors to return to Iran, was that he also faced criticism from human rights groups.
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SIDING BUYERS!

ARE YOU TIRED OF PAINTING?
BEFORE YOU SIGN ANY CONTRACT, YOU SHOULD GET OUR PRICE. WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICE ON MAJOR BRANDS OF SIDING. COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF TODAY!

MIDWESTERN CONSTRUCTION & SUPPLY, INC.
3101 S. LINDEN AVE., OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73144
CALL 843-9665 OR 1-800-522-9008
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A Businessman Turns To FBI

Try it, You'll Like It.
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CORRECTIONS

Number Corrected

1 OFF Denim overall 119

1 OFF Chambray Shirt

2 OFF Painters Pants 8

Leather work shoes for tough jobs

SALE! Work clothes that handle leisure too

Wheat Crop Approaches '79 Record
**Editorials**

**Liquor Hypocrisy**

A recent exposé in one of the nation's leading newspapers has shed light on the hypocrisy surrounding the sale of liquor in certain states. The article reveals that while some states have strict regulations on the sale of alcohol, others have lax enforcement, leading to a significant amount of illegal liquor being sold. This hypocrisy is further compounded by the fact that in some states, the revenue generated from liquor sales is used to fund programs and services that are supposed to be supported by tax dollars.

**Forget Nice Guys For President?**

NEW YORK CITY — From the outset, this campaign season has been characterized by a focus on character, with issues such as honesty and integrity taking center stage. Among the candidates, one name stands out: Harriet Van Horn. A former university professor, Van Horn has become a voice for those who feel that the current political landscape is dominated by candidates who prioritize personal gain over the well-being of the nation.

**Old Unions And New Managers**

NEW YORK — As labor and management continue to work towards resolving the ongoing disputes, the question of how to ensure fair treatment for workers while also promoting productivity remains at the forefront. In this context, the experiences of older unions and newer management models offer valuable insights.

**Quotes**

"In a time of crisis, the true measure of a leader is how they handle things they can't control." - Harriet Van Horn

"The difference between Kirkland and the rest is that he's smart enough to listen to those around him." - Richard Reeves

**TV Today**

- **Sylvia Porter**
  - "No Room For Details, Acting Lifts 'Haywire'"
  - "Sylvia Porter is a master of drama, delivering performances that are both captivating and thought-provoking. Her latest role in 'Haywire' is no exception, as she brings a nuanced portrayal to the character of Sylvia Porter."

"I saw Sylvia Porter's performance in 'Haywire' and was blown away. Her ability to convey emotion and depth in every scene is truly remarkable. She's a natural talent, and I can't wait to see what she brings to her next project."

- **Richard Reeves**
  - "The Power of Persuasion"
  - "Richard Reeves is a master of persuasion, using his words to inspire and motivate. In his latest book, 'The Power of Persuasion', he explores the art of effective communication and offers practical tips for anyone looking to influence others."

"I've been following Richard Reeves' work for years, and his latest book is one of his best. It's filled with actionable strategies and real-world examples that make it easy to apply the concepts. I highly recommend it to anyone looking to improve their communication skills."

**FBI Needs Memory Jolted On ABSCAM**

WASHINGTON — The FBI's involvement in the ABSCAM scandal was recently called into question, raising concerns about the agency's ability to effectively investigate complex financial crimes. In a recent interview, former FBI agent Jack Anderson shed light on the challenges faced by law enforcement in such cases. Anderson, known for his investigative work, emphasized the need for a fresh approach to tackling financial crimes, suggesting that the FBI must adapt to the changing landscape of financial fraud.

**Here Are Helpful Hints For Flying With Toddlers**

If you're planning to fly with your toddler, it's important to prepare ahead of time to ensure a smooth journey. Here are some helpful hints to make flying with your little one easier:

1. **Bring Comfort Items** - Pack a blanket, stuffed animal, or favorite toy to keep your toddler comfortable during the flight.
2. **Stay Hydrated** - Make sure your toddler drinks plenty of water throughout the flight to avoid dehydration.
3. **Keep Meals Simple** - Pack easy-to-eat snacks that your toddler enjoys, such as fruit or yogurt.
4. **Stay Flexible** - Be prepared for delays or other unforeseen issues that may arise during the flight.

"Flying with a toddler can be challenging, but with a little planning and preparation, it can be a positive experience for both you and your child." - Sylvia Porter
Filipino Feature Tops At Cannes

Oriental Graphics Exhibited Friday

Sills Debut

'1812' To End Season

Texass Festival June 21

FREE PIZZA INN PIZZA

If you like the look of your pie, this is where it began.
Research underscores MERIT as proven taste alternative to high tar smoking.

One low tar cigarette offers proof—not claims—that there is a satisfying alternative to high tar smoking. That alternative: MERIT.

**MERIT Taste Key To Success.**

Latest smoker studies provide documented evidence in key areas of taste, ease of switch and ability to satisfy long term.

**Blind Taste Tests:** In tests where brand identity was concealed, a significant majority of smokers rated the taste of low tar MERIT as good as—or better than—leading high tar brands. Even cigarettes having twice the tar.

**Smoker Preference:** Among the 95% of smokers stating a preference, the MERIT low tar/good taste combination was favored 3 to 1 over high tar leaders when tar levels were revealed!

**Long-Term Satisfaction:** In the latest survey of former high tar smokers who have switched to MERIT, 9 out of 10 reported they continue to enjoy smoking, are glad they switched, and report MERIT is the best-tasting low tar they’ve ever tried!

MERIT is the proven alternative to high tar smoking. And you can taste it.

**MERIT**

**Kings & 100's**

---

**Athletes Challenge Boycott**

**French Headed For Moscow**

**Isles Capture Opener In OT**

**Tigers Roll By Huskers In Big 8**

**O-State Netters Take Heed From Baseballers**

**Door Is Open For Basil Banks To Return**

---

**New York's Mike Bossy scores under the eyes of Buffalo Sabres goalie Dave Trottier for the Islanders' third goal in an overtime Stanley Cup victory Tuesday night.**
**SPORTSLOG**

**Cincy Crushes New York, 15-4**

New York (Ohio) - The University of Cincinnati's baseball team scored 15 runs to defeat New York University, 15-4, in a recent game. The Bearcats' offense was led by their starting pitcher, who allowed only 4 hits in 7 innings. The team's hitting was highlighted by a 3-run home run by third baseman, who went 2-for-4 with 4 RBIs. The Bearcats are now 15-3 on the season and remain in first place in the conference.

**Royals' Wilson Obviously Doing It Right**

New York (Ohio) - At this point in the season, it's clear that Kansas City Royals pitcher Wilson is living up to expectations. Wilson has a 6-2 record and a 2.25 ERA in 13 starts. He has struck out 96 batters in 86.1 innings pitched, with only 28 walks. Wilson's 71% strikeout rate is well above his career average and is a testament to his improved fastball. Manager, who spoke highly of Wilson's performance, noted, "He's obviously doing it right." The Royals are currently in first place in the American League Central Division.

**Can Sutton Live Through Dodger 'Blues'?**

Los Angeles, CA - Los Angeles Dodgers pitcher Sutton has been dealing with a neck injury, which has limited his start this season. With a 2.00 ERA in 6 starts, Sutton has shown signs of brilliance but also periods of inconsistency. Manager, speaking about Sutton's situation, said, "We hope he can live through the Dodger 'Blues' and stay on the mound." Sutton's next start is scheduled against the San Francisco Giants on Tuesday night. Manager added, "We are praying for his success on the mound."
Here's What The Iran Elections Mean To Hostages

By Paul Weydert

President Iran: Everybody's Back in the Game

President Abadollah Bakhtiar is now in Tehran, saying, "The situation in Iran is going to improve." Bakhtiar, who was removed by the Shah, returned from exile in Geneva for talks with Khomeini. Khomeini is expected to return to Iran within two weeks. Bakhtiar's return signals a move toward political stability and a possible end to the hostage crisis.

Tornadoes Sweep Through Michigan

By David Lard

The tornadoes, described as "violent" by the National Weather Service, struck the Flint area, killing one person and injuring several others. The tornadoes were part of a storm that swept through the state, causing damage to homes and vehicles.

Ukrainian Military: "We're In Charge"

By Robert Schlesinger

The Ukrainian military spokesman said, "We are in full control of the situation." The statement comes after Russian forces withdrew from the border, indicating a possible end to the conflict.

Hungarian Prime Minister: "We Are Ready"

By Richard Bernstein

The Hungarian prime minister said, "We are ready for negotiations with the Soviet Union." This statement follows a meeting with Soviet officials, indicating a possible shift in Hungarian policy.

Italian Financier Slashes Wristbands

By Donald Bruns

The Italian financier, Mario Vittori, slashed his wristbands at a press conference. Vittori, who was arrested for fraud, said, "I am innocent. I am being persecuted." His action was interpreted as a sign of protest against the judicial system.

Rigger Lawyers Doubt Fair Trial

By C. S. Wolfe

The rigger's lawyers are challenging the fairness of the trial. They argue that the prosecution has failed to present sufficient evidence against their client.

West Bank Grip Tightened

By Susan Meier

The Israeli authorities are increasing their control over the West Bank, with a focus on security and limitation of civil liberties. The measures are part of a broader strategy to maintain order in the volatile region.

Bridge Investigation Opens

By John E. Guerin

The investigation into the collapse of the bridgebeginning with the collapse of the bridge last week. The police are looking into possible causes and circumstances of the incident.

UAW President Chrysler Director

By Howard V. Rock

The UAW president, who is also the director of Chrysler, has been criticized for his handling of the strike. His decision to go to the Supreme Court to challenge the strike was seen as a move to weaken the workers' position.

Sadat Tightens Control With Cabinet Shakeup

By Howard K. Wildman

President Sadat has reshuffled his cabinet, reducing the influence of key opponents. This move is seen as a strengthening of Sadat's position and a consolidation of power.

Nepal Retains Its King

By Richard Wolffe

The king of Nepal has been retained, despite a popular movement calling for his abdication. The decision was made after a series of negotiations and consultations.

U.S. Keeping Pressure On South Africa

By Paul M. Fine

The U.S. government is continuing to apply pressure on South Africa, with sanctions and diplomatic孤立. The situation is complex, with various stakeholders involved.

More Cubans On The Way

By Paul Weydert

The U.S. government is preparing for the arrival of more Cuban refugees. The decision was made in response to the increased economic hardship in Cuba and the growing number of refugees seeking asylum.

Funding Cut From Wage Price Board

By William J. O'Hara

The wage price board is facing a funding cut, which will impact its ability to address inflationary pressures. The move is part of a broader economic policy aimed at stabilizing the economy.

Innovation

By Robert E. Morris

The innovation of new technologies is driving economic growth and creating new industries. The focus on innovation is part of a long-term strategy to improve competitiveness and economic performance.

Electrical and Telephone News

By James P. O'Hara

The electrical and telephone industry is facing challenges, with changing regulations and increased competition. The industry is adapting to these changes, with a focus on innovation and efficiency.

Legislation

By Mary C. O'Hara

The legislature is considering new legislation on various issues, including environmental protection and healthcare. The focus is on finding solutions to pressing problems and improving the quality of life for citizens.

U.S. Supreme Court

By Paul M. Fine

The U.S. Supreme Court is hearing arguments on a range of cases, including those related to civil liberties and economic policy. The Court is known for its role in shaping the law and its impact on society.

Library

By Karen O'Hara

The library is a vital resource, providing access to information and knowledge. The library is adapting to new technologies and changing demands, with a focus on providing relevant and accessible resources.

ง� Gum

By William J. O'Hara

The gum is a popular snack, enjoyed by people of all ages. The gum industry is adapting to changing preferences and market trends, with a focus on innovation and quality.
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Judge Sparks Oil Bidding

Business News In Brief

Woods Shows Jump In Earnings

Brook President Closes another $1 in oil and gas leases

Cruder Heads Bank Division

John C. Crutcher has been elected vice president of the bank division of the Cruder Oil and Gas Co. He succeeds the late J. J. Crutcher, who died recently.

UF Reports Earnings

The United Fruit Co., together with its subsidiaries, reported a profit of $2 million for the first quarter of this year. This is an increase of $500,000 over the first quarter of last year.

Footnotes To Sell Reserve 5000

The Oklahoma Gas Company has announced plans to sell 5000 of its oil and gas reserves. The company plans to sell the reserves to the oil industry.

Wills Hired By Stout's

W. J. Wills has been hired by Stout's Oil and Gas Co. to head the company's exploration division.

TOTCO Wins Award

The Total Oil Company has won an award for its innovative approach to oil and gas exploration. The award was presented by the National Petroleum Council.

Company Names Sales Rep

The Petroleum Company has named John Smith as its new sales representative.

Extraction Process Shown

A demonstration of the extraction process for oil and gas was recently held at the Petroleum Institute.

Women Energy Group To Meet

The Women's Energy Group is planning to hold a meeting to discuss the role of women in the oil and gas industry.

Airline Lowers Lubbock Fares

The Western Air Lines has reduced its fares to Lubbock to $50 one way, effective immediately.

Halliburton Appoints New Vice President

Halliburton has appointed John Doe as its new vice president of sales.

Machining Services Available

The Machining Services Co. is offering machining services to the oil and gas industry.

The Journal Business & Professional Directory

For a complete listing of business and professional services, please refer to the Business & Professional Directory.

The Journal Classified Advertisements

For classified advertisements, please refer to the Classified section.
Sandy Figures What She Can’t See Won’t Hurt

By Robin Adams

"Are you sure you're going to do this?" I asked my friend Sandy. She had just announced she was going to live with her boyfriend and wanted to know if I approved.

"Of course," she replied. "I think it's a great idea." I had to admit, Sandy was always the kind of person who seemed to be able to see what was going to happen before it happened.

"But what if it doesn't work out?" I asked, realizing she was probably going to have to change her mind and move back home.

"Don't worry," she said. "I have a feeling everything will work out fine." And she's always seemed to have that kind of confidence.

"But what if you're wrong?"

"I'm not going to be wrong," she said. "I always seem to know what's going to happen."

"I just don't want you to get hurt," I said.

"Get hurt?" she asked. "I can't see the hurt, so I can't get hurt." And that's when I realized she was right. She was always able to see what was going to happen before it happened, and she could see what was going to work or not work, even when others were blind to it.

Now, I'm not sure if Sandy's psychic abilities are real, but I do know that she always seems to know what's going to happen before it happens. And that's why I'm going to live with her boyfriend too. I just hope I'm not the one who's wrong.
Memory Loss Not Always Result Of Senility

Dr. Lamb

The Very First Haircut

Last week, my wife and I visited our local saloon. When we were seated, a young woman behind the bar approached us and said, "Excuse me, would you like to order dinner?"

I replied, "No, I have just come in to enjoy a drink."

She continued, "Oh, you're a young man, you don't need dinner."

I asked, "Did you just say that I was a young man?"

She nodded, "Yes, I did."

I said, "You're mistaken. I am actually a middle-aged man."

She looked confused, "Middle-aged? How do you know?"

I explained, "Well, for one thing, I have a full head of hair."

She replied, "But you're wearing a hat!"

I said, "I wear a hat for fashion, not because I have hair."

She was impressed, "Wow, you're really clever!"

I smiled, "Thank you."

Then I ordered a drink and enjoyed my evening.

Bank-by-mail.

Liberty pays postage both ways.
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FORCED
McCulloch Wholesale Furniture - 100 E. California

SAFETY SALE

WOW! Save Up To 70% AND MORE!

SUTHERLAND'S
Carpet Corral

Inventory Reduction Sale

Armstrong Carpet
Sale 8' x 10'

Cut & Loop Shag
Sale 3' x 5'

Grass Carpet
Sale 9' x 12'

KITCHEN & BATH CARPET

DINING ROOM SUITE

Special Value

BROYHILL

BEDROOM GROUP

SPECIAL PRICE

On The Spot Financing Available Right Now

 كرةגל

Carpet Corral

1544 S. Midwest Blvd.

Wi-Fi Available

Easy Financing

McCulloch

Furniture

Dining Room Suite

Bedroom Group

SPECIAL VALUE

On The Spot Financing Available Right Now
SALE 25% on belted tires

Regular 11-16 100.00, Sale price 74.99
Regular 11-16 150.00, Sale price 112.99

Superwide, Our Superwide tires offer less road noise and a smoother ride than standard tread cords. Available in sizes of 11-16 and 15-16.

TUNA TRYOUTS

TUNA DEEP-SEA:

TUNA MANTICORE:

TUNA PRIMAVERA:

TUNA FLORENTINE:

TUNA DISHES FOR SINGLES

Try Pineapple, Rum For Desert

Gingerbread, Lush Chocolate Cake

Try Hawaiian, Dessert For Two

TUNA FLORENTINE: Casserole With An Italian Accent

This Week / Supermarket Shopper

Stores Should Install Bulletin Boards For Refund Forms

Home and Garden / Craft Office

Decorating with Old Furniture

This Week / Food

Try Pineapple, Rum For Desert

Gingerbread, Lush Chocolate Cake

Try Hawaiian, Dessert For Two

TUNA FLORENTINE: Casserole With An Italian Accent

This Week / Supermarket Shopper

Stores Should Install Bulletin Boards For Refund Forms

Home and Garden / Craft Office

Decorating with Old Furniture
VANTAGE ULTRA LIGHTS

ULTRA TASTE!
ONLY ONE ULTRA LOW TAR HAS IT.

Register for...
Hourly Drawings Friday and Saturday
May 16 & 17

FREE
100 FREE BAGS OF GROCERIES
AND
100 FREE FILLED BOOKS OF S&H GREEN STAMPS

WHEN YOU COME TO HUMPTY MAKE
NOTE OF YOUR SHOPPING CART NUMBER...
IF YOUR CART NUMBER IS CALLED, YOU'RE AN INSTANT WINNER OF A BAG OF GROCERIES AND A BOOK OF GREEN STAMPS

S.W. 59th & May
S.W. 89th & Western

Humpty Supermarkets • Drug Centers

Welcome from the people at Humpty

BILL EPPLER... Produce Manager
Come visit Green Market Street at 89th & Western, Our fresh fruits and vegetables are top quality... and most are available in or out of season.

GAYLE LEWIS... Meat Market Manager
Humpty's most market at 89th & Western has only U.S.D.A. Choice Beef, the finest cuts of pork, chicken, and a large selection of fresh fish and seafood. Gayle will be happy to help you with your selection.

WAYNE FAHRBACH... Produce Manager
Humpty's Fresh Produce always in season and available at 89th & S.W. May we prove to you how much money we save on fresh produce and selections of Humpty's everyday low prices.

TROY SPARRING... Meat Market Manager
Humpty's Fresh Produce always in season and available at 89th & S.W. May we prove to you how much money we save on fresh produce and selections of Humpty's everyday low prices.

Note: Last chance to win $500 with Humpty's new 6:00 to 4:00 Sweepstakes. Call 781-9853 to enter today.
Poison Ivy Hard To Kill

By Bob Donovan
Distributed by United Press International

The problems and answers following are issued by the National Poison Data System, Washington, D.C.

Q: How can I stop poison ivy plants in my garden?

A: Poison ivy is a very tough plant to kill, but there are several methods you can try. Snow might kill the poison ivy plants where they are in a garden, but in that case, it will take several applications over a few years. These methods will kill the plants, but be sure to follow the directions on the label carefully.

Q: Why does a plant die and what can I do to save it?

A: A plant dies for various reasons, such as being overwatered, being knocked over, or being diseased. To save a plant, you need to identify the problem and take appropriate actions. For example, if the plant is being overwatered, you need to reduce the amount of water it receives. If the plant is being diseased, you need to treat it with appropriate chemicals.

Q: The leaves on my garden plants are yellow. Why?

A: Yellow leaves on garden plants can be caused by several factors. One common cause is nutrient deficiency, such as a lack of nitrogen. Another common cause is overwatering or underwatering. To solve the problem, you need to identify the cause and take appropriate actions. For example, if the cause is nutrient deficiency, you need to fertilize the plant. If the cause is overwatering or underwatering, you need to adjust the watering schedule.

**Advertisement**

**Government Insensitivities** Tops List Of Family Concerns

The family was concerned about the government's insensitivities in various situations. They felt that the government was not considering the needs and feelings of families when making decisions. The family believed that the government should be more sensitive to the needs and feelings of families, and that it should take steps to address the issues they were concerned about.

**Government Insensitivities**

The family was concerned about the government's insensitivities in various situations. They felt that the government was not considering the needs and feelings of families when making decisions. The family believed that the government should be more sensitive to the needs and feelings of families, and that it should take steps to address the issues they were concerned about.

**Family Members**

The family was made up of John, Mary, and their children, Jane and Jack. They were concerned about the government's insensitivities in various situations and believed that the government should be more sensitive to the needs and feelings of families.

**Government Insensitivities**

The family was concerned about the government's insensitivities in various situations. They felt that the government was not considering the needs and feelings of families when making decisions. The family believed that the government should be more sensitive to the needs and feelings of families, and that it should take steps to address the issues they were concerned about.

**Government Insensitivities**

The family was concerned about the government's insensitivities in various situations. They felt that the government was not considering the needs and feelings of families when making decisions. The family believed that the government should be more sensitive to the needs and feelings of families, and that it should take steps to address the issues they were concerned about.